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JULY 2016 

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 

Welcome to the 2016 Romsey Scale Model Show edition of The Romsey Modeller. 

The club are about to achieve a long held ambition of holding its own model show. We’ve been 
planning this for around 5 years now and with several setbacks, mainly due to locating an affordable 
venue to hold the event in; our prayers were answered when Romsey Parish Council obtained the 
funds to extend the village hall we use for our club meetings. It is now the best in the area.  It meant 
that our initial financial outlay was small and with the new facilities to hand, we had everything we 
needed. Of course model shows don’t just happen. The support we’ve received from traders and clubs 
has been overwhelming. Support too has come from our club members and friends which was 
gratefully received. Both were unexpected! 

So, with a lot of discussion, planning, even more discussion and more planning, we find ourselves on 
the eve of a new adventure for our great club. I truly believe this is the start of bigger things for our 
own show. We need to do a few before we can both afford and have the experience to pull off a larger 
show and make it all look effortless!  All of that’s to come. In the meantime, thank you to everyone 
that has helped us get this far. This issue contains all you’ll need to know to take part in our inaugural 
event. Next month we’ll have a full report on the day which no doubt will dominate the magazine! 

In other matters, we ran a very successful Revell competition night during the late May meeting – 15 
entries made for a competitive voting process. The results are further on in this issue, but 
congratulations to  a very happy Dave Pogson on collecting his second win in 6 months with his 1/32nd 
Arado.  

This issue also contains a full report on a very enjoyable Salisbury show. I’m not entirely sure what the 
Salisbury lads do, but the atmosphere is always light and fun, which makes for a lovely day out ogling 
models and sharing time with friends.   

As always though, we’re constantly on the lookout for magazine articles, so don’t be shy. Last month 
we struggled to fill 11 pages…I know plenty of models are being built, so let’s hear about them and 
share your experiences with the readers. Whatever the topic as long as its model making related, it 
will be featured in a future publication.   

See you all on Saturday 16th July 

Paul 

Club President 

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire. 
We cater for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well-seasoned gurus. 

We meet on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where 
we often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. 
We also attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects. 

We have an open door policy so if you want to  sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby 
or just come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see 
the last page for details or visit our web site 

www.romseymodellers.co.uk 

file:///C:/modelling/Newletter/December%202009/www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS  

TEST TROUT COMPETITION 2017 

We’ve exhausted the Airfix, Tamiya and Revell options for now, so next year’s contest will be for any 
manufacturer excluding those three. This brings into play a multitude of kit makers from around the 
world. It should prove to be a very open competition. As we have a St Georges competition next year, 
the contest will be held during the main meeting on 19th July 2017.  

 

REVELL COMPETITION MAY 2016 

So, we held our annual Test Trout themed 
competition in May. This year’s contest was 
for models of or models based on Revell 
model kits. We had 15 entries covering 
aircraft, trains, ships, trucks and even 
prehistoric animals! Dave Pogson’s 1/32nd 
Arado proved too strong for the other 
competitors, and so Dave took his second 
win at club level. Runner up was Sean’s 1/32 
Spitfire MKIIa – just finished in time for the 
contest, and placing third was another of 
Nick’s weathered trucks, the Lone Star. 
Commended this time was Tony’s excellent 
Hunter, if this had been a new model, 
perhaps it could have challenged Dave for 
top honours? Who knows….It was another 
great competition night in the books; 
Congratulations to the winners and 
commiserations to the other entrants. 

 

 

  

 

Chuffy McChuff bags another trophy!!  
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PHOTOS 

  
Simon De Montfalcon Fokker DR1 Sean Summers P-39 

  
Sean Summers Spitfire Mklla Brian Sampson P39A 

  
Dave Pogson Arado Nick Burden Lone Star 
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Tony Adams Hunter John Carlin Hawaiian Pilot 

  
Keith Hawkins Spitfire Steve Listone D’YA Thinkee Saurus 

  
Steve Listone1912 Model T Dave O’Meara Hawker Tempest 

  
Dave O’Meara Me 109 Dave O’Meara ME 262 
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Steve Hall Big Boy Loco The Table 

 

THE VOTING 

Entry 
No 

Entrant Model Title 1st’s 

(3 pts) 

2nd’s 

(2 pts) 

3rd’s 

(1 pts) 

Total 
points 

Placing 

1 Simon De Montfalcon Fokker DR1     - 

2 Sean Summers P39 I III II 11 6TH 

3 Sean Summers Spitfire Mk lla II IIIII IIIIII 24 2ND 

4 Brian Sampson P39A  III I 7 7TH 

5 Dave Pogson Arado IIIIIIIII III III 36 1ST 

6 Nick Burden Lone Star III IIII  17 3RD 

7 Tony Adams Hunter IIII  IIII 16 4TH 

8 John Carlin Hawaiian Pilot III I  11 5TH 

9 Keith Hawkins Spitfire   I 1 10TH 

10 Steve Listone D’YA Thinkee Saurus   III 3 9TH 

11 Steve Lidstone 1912 Model T  II II 6 8TH 

12 Dave O’Meara Hawker Tempest     - 

13 Dave O’Meara Me 109     - 

14 Dave O’Meara ME 262     - 

15 Steve Hall Big Boy Loco   I 1 11th 
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IPMS SALISBURY MODEL SHOW JUNE 4TH 2016 

The IPMS Salisbury show is always a welcome one of the calendar, local and well attended by both 
visitors and traders alike, and this year was no exception.  

The short journey from Southampton had me parked up at 08:15, with a decent amount of models in 
the boot and cloths and stands to hand. I was greeted by Keith Hawkins who duly helped get the table 
started while I fetched more from the car. Tony arrived shortly after with the rest of the display gear. 
We were finally set up at 9:15 after some late arrivals with models. Showing this year were Luke, Andy, 
Dave O’Meara, Keith, Sean, Brian and myself. The 12 foot we had was easily taken up with little effort. 
As usual, an eclectic mix of models made for an interesting display. A very late arrival was 
Malcolm…..poor Malcolm. He trusted the placing of his newly completed 1/35th Jagdthingy to ‘butter 
fingers’ Steve, who promptly tipped the base it was on to place it on the table. Only issue…..model not 
fixed to base! We’ll dine out on that one for a while!  

  

  

The Romsey Modellers table at Salisbury 2016. The display proved very popular with passers by all day… 

The college hall is very well lit, with a lovely natural feel to the light. This really helps to see the models 
without harsh or dark shadows.  As ever, by 09:30 the place was buzzing as visitors came in. I decided 
to sell off some kit stock at this show as did Andy whose magazines were snapped up within minutes, 
only to reappear on the Aerobilia trade table!  I managed to shift 7 of the 8 kits I had, most went for 
what I’d ask for them. Not a bad day, and as I only spent £20, I went home with cash in hand.   As well 
as selling kits, Romsey are good at buying – bargain of the day went to Sean who obtained a Tamiya 
1/32 bird cage Corsair for £65, £20 less than I got mine for!! Bugger!  

The hall was packed with excellent displays and some amazing models – my photos will demonstrate 
my favourites, though of note was some superb 1/72 and 1/144 Star Wars models. The IPMS Salisbury 
stand was brim full of excellence as was Pete Smith’s Stonehenge Modellers table which was full of 
high quality armour.  
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Some images from around the tables….a ¼ scale Pocher Ducati Panigale  , Fine Molds 1/144 Falcon, two 
armour subjects from Pete Smith, some great figure work and a 1/48th DH2 on the Salisbury stand.  

It was great to see a few members pop in for a look around, and the day was made even better by 
bumping into and chatting with some familiar friends. The competition area wasn’t exactly teeming 
with entries. I entered my Rossi Toyota WRC, Andy his T-55 bridgelayer and Nick his Revel Lone Star 
truck. I bagged a gold award in civilian vehicles with Nick getting a commended. Bizarrely, Andy’s T-55 
went un-rewarded.  

The day ended at 4pm, and so we were soon back on the road travelling home. It was another great 
day out with the lads and plenty of wonderful models to see.   
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A few of the entries seen in the competition area – there seems less entries each year of late, but quality was 
still very good.  On average, there were 5 entries per class. 
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THE ROMSEY SCALE MODEL SHOW 2016 

In case you missed it! 

 
 

ARRANGEMENTS 

This is the month when the club finally holds its first model show.  We have been planning for 
months now, hopefully it will pay off with a very successful day. 
We obviously will need the help and cooperation of our members, here are a few notes on the day. 
Tony will create rota of jobs, so please let him know if you are happy to volunteer.  
 

PARKING 

There is a limited amount of parking outside the hall, which we would like to make available to the 
public so we would appreciate arranging car sharing where possible.  

Ideally we will move all club members’ cars off site, to either the church car park or the White Horse 
/ Potters Heron. 

Exhibitors can load / unload immediately outside the hall but then we try and move them to spaces 
further up Moreleys Lane. 
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SETTING UP 

We have access to the hall on Friday from 4pm, so we plan to do most of the set up then. 

This will involve putting out the tables, setting up our display, putting out signs etc. 

We need to shop for food, pick up models from Ayrey etc 

The hall will be open from 8am for exhibitors to set up. 

SHOW PLAN 
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OUR CHARITY – SIMON SAYS 

Romsey Modellers are proud to be supporting 
Simon Says a local charity that supports children 
and young people following bereavement. The 
charity supports over a 100 families a year, 
providing much needed help and understanding. 
For more information see 
http://www.simonsays.org.uk  

The club will be donating a proportion of the 
door takings, refreshment sales, raffle and 
Romsey Modellers kit sales. We have not made 

a charge for the traders but have requested a small donation to the charity. 

REFRESHMENTS 

There will be a selection of hot and cold refreshments available for a reasonable fee. Bacon rolls will 
be available in the morning and burgers etc. at lunch time. We will also be offering snacks and cake 
alongside tea, coffee and canned drinks. 

We would like donations of cake to sell – so get baking! 

RAFFLE 

Brian Sampson is organising raffle, we already have some great prizes such as Wingnuts kits, a 1/350 
Hasegawa battleship, Pheon decals. We would appreciate other prize donations to be brought along 
on the Friday. 

INSURANCE 

The show is fully insured through InsureMyEvent, we have carried out a risk assessment as per the 
requirements of the policy.  

PUBLICITY  

We have informed all local media and the modelling community via the IPMS, Airfix Magazine and 
Facebook. Please get the word out to your friends and family. 
 
Info and our flyer can be found on our web site at  
http://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/the-romsey-scale-model-show-2016 
 
  

http://www.simonsays.org.uk/
http://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/the-romsey-scale-model-show-2016
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WINGNUT ROLAND D.VIa  
BY DAVID POGSON  

 

For my current project, I'm working on a 
couple of wingnut wings Roland DVI as. I 
like this pretty little fighter just as much as 
the Albatros. You might remember that I 
have done one before- Kissenberth’s 
machine in black with the white Edelweiss 
on it, or fried egg as Luke called it. 

The kit is up to the usual standard, with 
fewer parts than others, but the same 
attention to detail and engineering. It's 
available direct from the 
www.wingnutwings.com website for 

$79us and free postage, until mid June when they are switching to a distributor. 

This Roland wasn't a particular advance. It wasn't 
better than the Albatros DV really, so few pilots 
favoured it or gained ace status on it, but it served in 
early 1918 and later until supplemented by the 
Fokker DVII. It's got the usual interesting 
construction that Roland used, akin to ship lap planks 
lengthways. This lends itself to a wood finish, but 
these two will be stripy colourful birds indeed. 

The WNW instructions are a real Jewel. A finely 
printed full colour glossy pamphlet full of references 
and restored exhibits. Other references are not 
necessary, as wingnuts hold all the photos taken of 
each plane on their webpage for free use. It's a 

superb resource, thanks to Sir Peter Jackson’s collection and bottomless pockets. 

  

 

Construction starts in the cockpit, with really fine detailed parts and fuel and ammo tanks. The wooden 
parts are recreated in a wood grain, for which there is a tutorial for on the website. I use any sandy 
colour, sealed, then lightly brush on a dab of Windsor and Newton artist oils such as burnt umber and 

http://www.wingnutwings.com/
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sienna. These are dragged out into a grain with a nice chisel tip brush and left to dry. Next day I seal 
these with Tamiya clear orange to add a 
patina and then seal again. The prop is done 
the same way, but with 3 colours and a bit 
more finesse to mimic laminations. 

The metal parts I spray with Alclad shades 
and an oil wash to highlight shade and 
depth.  The kits all have PE seat belts which 
are annealed on the hob, bent and then 
painted. The leather seat is painted er, 

leather...then dry brushed with a light shade for wear. 

If you're careful not to get paint build up on the cockpit frame, it snaps into the fuselage. This has had 
the same wood grain done. Sadly little can be seen once it's closed. 

The fuselage has been put down for 
wing work. A lot of German types had 4 
or 5 colour lozenge printed fabric as 
camouflage. In this kit, WNW supply 
sheets of their own, but in the refined 
AMS of WW1 modelling, these are 
regarded as way too bold, so most of us 
use an AM decal produced by Aviattic. 
These are superb. Cookie cut sheets of 
laser printed fabric in faded or factory 
fresh shades for about 12 quid for one 
aircraft. I regard these as essential and 
they are very clever. It's a translucent 
sheet, so they should be put down over 
gloss white. It's possible and very 
convincing, to put oil stains on the white so it shows through like stained fabric, but I haven't tried 
that yet. Another trick, as Tony showed, is to use future as the decal solvent. They then stick like s*** 
and become bullet proof for further handling. It looks a faff but each wing is done in about half an 
hour with care. These are two faded linen sheets with different coloured rib tapes for interest. 
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Engines next. These are mini kits on their own.  
Each model had a different engine, but both are on 
the sprues. Made up and painted with Alclad 
shades and oil wash. They leaked a full tank of oil 
per mission revving no higher than 1500, so filthy it 
is. Little can be seen though unless you want the 
cowlings off. I like mine streamlined. 

It's worth taking time with the exhaust on WW1 
planes as they are visible and attract attention 
from the cognoscenti. You can get sintered metal 
AM ones, but I paint mine Alclad burnt iron, rust 
and pale burnt metal. It's pretty convincing with a 

dry brush of rust. They need to be totally Matt to be convincing, so they are the last part to fit usually. 

It shows the attention that WNW pay, that since they released the Roland they have used the latest 
research to revise the colour schemes. There are now 2 Jasta 32b schemes available, so 6 in the kit 
overall. I'm doing both. One is white and blue striped and the other black and yellow, with blue cowls. 
It'll be Tamiya tape Tastic! 

I'm going to use a lacquer based paint under the unlikely brand name of Drooling Bulldog! I've used 
these on the last Albatros and I'm hooked. Current thinking is that in WW1, units used regimental or 
home town colours to decorate each pilot’s aircraft, so colours are more varied than thought and 
made up from the basics, such as lamp black, zinc white, red lead, chrome yellow etc. It gives me a lot 
of latitude!  

 

Next time..... 

 

BANDAI 1/72 STAR WARS TIE FIGHTER   

BY GRAY SHARPLING  

After all the (good natured) 
ribbing I’ve received at club 
nights in recent months, I 
thought I ought to build at least 
one of the new Bandai Star 
Wars kits that I now have in the 
stash – if only to stop the 
sarcastic comments...  The 
little 1/72 TIE Fighter seemed 
to be a nice and simple kit to 
ease into my Star Wars period, 
and it also meant that Paul 
could compare it to his Fine 
Molds TIE from a few years 
ago. 

This little kit comes on seven sprues, five light grey, and one each black and clear.  Unusually for 
Bandai, the clear parts were moulded on a separate little sprue, and not on a dual-colour sprue-
moulding attached to one of the main sprues.  The black sprue was the solar panels for the “wings”, 
and two of the light grey sprues were for the ribbing of the solar panel wings, left and right.  One more 
was the little stand, moulded to represent a small section of the Death Star’s surface.  The other 1/72 
Star Wars kits in the Bandai range also have other sections of Death Star surface as their stands, so in 
theory one could build-up a little panel of interlocking sections.  I haven’t seen anything, but I am 
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guessing that it may be possible in the future to buy just Death Star sections separately to make a 
Death Star surface mosaic?  The final two grey sprues were the main cockpit-ball, interior and exterior. 

All the parts were completely flash-free, with fine raised surface detail and recessed panel lines of a 
crispness that has to be seen to be believed.  Tamiya eat your heart out!  And don’t even let the phrase 
“ejector pin marks” cross your mind, there are none anywhere where they might matter.  If my 
experience with the Bandai Stormtroopers is anything to go by, despite officially being a snap-together 
kit, then this should hopefully go together like a dream.  Famous last words?  Well, let’s see… 

The original ILM studio models were made without any glazing, as any reflections would have 
appeared as see-through “holes” on the model due to the optical compositing blue-screen special 
effects techniques used from the mid-1970’s until the advent of CGI in the late 90’s.  So Bandai give 
you the option of using clear parts like a normal model, or having just the window frames without 
glazing like the original ILM studio models.  My plan was to use the clear parts, as these look more 
realistic if the spaceship were a real thing, even if they’re not studio-model-accurate (wouldn’t want 
my pilot to suffocate in the vacuum of space). 

 SCALE SPECULATIONS 

As has been well documented on the interwebs, and in a previous issue of this illustrious magazine, 
the old Fine Molds and new Bandai kits both claim to be 1/72 scale.  But putting them side-by-side, 
they are distinctly different sizes, with the older Fine Molds offering being markedly smaller than 
Bandai’s.  Since the size of the “real thing” is a matter for conjecture anyway (despite what the Star 
Wars uber-nerds may say), who is right? 

Fine Molds only supply a sitting pilot figure, but Bandai offers both standing and seated pilot figures.  
The Fine Molds seated figure is clearly smaller than the seated Bandai Pilot, so they do both appear to 
be roughly in-proportion with their respectively-sized craft.  I took a ruler to the standing Bandai figure 
to see how they compared.  The Bandai standing pilot was exactly 25mm tall, close enough to call it 
one inch exactly.  Multiply by 72 and you get 6 ft. 

 

Allowing for the obvious inaccuracies 
of the measuring methodology used, I 
am of the humble opinion that the 
Bandai kit seems far closer to the 
claimed 1/72 than the Fine Molds.  
Again, making measurements, the 
Fine Molds kit is very approximately 
87% the size of the Bandai, so if my 
maths is right, that means the Fine 
Molds kit would seem to actually be 
about 1/82 scale? 

Bandai at top, Fine Molds below.  Both claim 1/72 scale? 
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Left:  Bandai standing pilot is roughly 25mm tall, so that’s 

1 inch, which equals 6-ft if the 1/72 scale is correct. 
 

Above: The Fine Molds pilot (pale grey, left) is far less 
crisply moulded, and is slightly smaller, than the Bandai 

pilot (black, right). 

 

 COCKPIT CONSTRUCTION 

Like most aircraft models, construction starts with the 
cockpit.  This is rather simplistic, but given the scale, 
and also given that it will be nearly invisible after 
construction anyway, I wasn’t going to cast too many 
aspersions.  There is a photo-etch set available if one 
wanted to display the cockpit hatch open, but I 
planned an in-flight pose using the supplied stand, so 
the PE detail set would be completely superfluous as it 
would not be visible. 

They might be the right size, but the pilot figures are 
one area where most of the Bandai kits are getting 
criticism.  Their figures leave much to be desired in 
shape - they seem to have no wrists, and are posed 
very stiffly.  But the detail was much crisper than the 
Fine Molds equivalent, even if it had some basic shape issues.  But again, seeing as he would be nearly 
invisible once the cockpit was closed-up, I wasn’t going to lose any sleep.  He got a coat of Tamiya X-
10 Gun Metal, with some tiny details picked out by hand simply to liven him up a tad, and then a wash 
of Flory Black, wiping away the excess to just give some depth to the shadows, and I called him done. 

 

Dry-brushing, wash and decaling done.  Plain but functional “office”. 
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The cockpit interior went together nicely, with a very upright seat that had a big pin sticking out of the 
back-rest.  This was meant to be the method of anchoring the pilot to his seat (remember this is 
marketed as a snap-together kit!), but he would only fit on this pin if you assembled in the exact 
sequence shown in the instructions, which would have meant painting the cockpit with the pilot in-
situ.  So off came the pin!  Once glued together (floor, seat-back, control-panel, and control-yoke), the 
whole cockpit got a coat of Tamiya XF-24 Dark Grey, which I then lightly dry-brushed with XF-19 Sky 
Grey to highlight the details.  A few controls were picked out by hand in various random colours before 
it all got a coat of Humbrol Clear gloss, and again a wash with Flory Black to give depth, and I was 
ready for the interior decals already.  There were a few small triangular decals with random guages or 
something to add a little interest to the back wall of the cockpit, so these were applied as usual with 
a little Micro-Set and Micro-Sol.  Then the whole lot was sealed with Vallejo Acrylic Matt varnish. 

 

Not sure why I bothered, this was all practically invisible once inside the fuselage. 

The pilot was then glued into his seat, and the cockpit got buttoned-up ready to be inserted into the 
main “fuselage”.  I was probably less than 4-hours total-elapsed time into the build at this point 
(excluding drying time for the paints etc). 

Then came my first glitch on the build.  A very minor thing, but it shows the extremely fine tolerances 
that Bandai work to.  The layers of paint and varnish on the inner cockpit meant that it was a very tight 
fit into the outer fuselage halves!  I had flashbacks to my Airfix Lynx, and some serious clamping was 
needed overnight to get the seams to join-up.  When done, the seams almost all completely 
disappeared though – a little melted plastic had oozed out along the joins with the clamping, but a 
few swipes with a fine sanding stick took care of that, but boy was it a tight fit! 

  
Just to give an idea of the (small) size. 

 
 

Several paint and varnish layers on the locating pins 
meant it was a tight fit to get the cockpit into the 

fuselage. 
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 COLOUR CONUNDRUMS 

Like my build of the little 1/1000 USS Enterprise a couple of years ago, many Star Wars subjects come 
with a big question mark over the exact colour to paint them.  In the case of the TIE fighter, there were 
differences between each of the films, as well as perceived colour differences from external lighting 
etc.  The original TIE fighter studio models seen in Star Wars Episode IV “A New Hope” were actually 
painted an extremely pale blue-grey colour in the main.  Then the bright studio lighting made that 
colour appear to the eye to actually be white (or at least a very, very pale-grey?).  For the second 
movie “The Empire Strikes Back”, the TIE’s all seemed to become a tad darker overall, much more a 
grey than a white to the eye generally.  So I was in a quandary yet again on the main colour to paint 
this little thing. 

Might plain white seem too stark?  And out-of-the-jar, the palest grey Tamiya do, XF-19 Sky Grey, was 
to my eyes a little too dark regardless of movie?  My history with manually mixing colours and getting 
the shade correct isn’t the best, so I thought long and hard about what colour to paint this little thing:  
plain white, sky-grey, or a mix somewhere in between? 

The solar-panels on the “wings” had a similar question.  From what I could see, these appeared to be 
plain black, maybe with a hint of blue (like “real” solar panels)?  Tamiya XF-69 NATO Black has a hint 
of green, and XF-85 Rubber Black is more of a very dark grey.  So I either had to use good old XF-1 as-
is, or hand-mix it with a hint of blue? 

In the end I kept things fairly simple.  I did a 2:1 mix of XF-2 White and XF-19 Sky Grey for the fuselage, 
and plain XF-1 Black for the solar panels.  Given my tonally hit-and-miss paint-mixing in the past, this 
time the white-grey mix was exact, so I could duplicate it in the future if required: I simply took brand 
new full jars of each colour and combined them - should be enough to last me a while. 

 

 

 MASKING MACHINATIONS 

 

Since I was using the glass windows, 
rather than the no-glass window 
frames, then obviously some 
masking was involved.  The main 
cockpit window was left as a 
separate piece, since it was getting 
sprayed XF-19 Sky Grey as the 
contrast colour to my custom-mix 
pale-grey for the bulk of the model.  
That required nine separate pieces 
of masking tape on its own. 

Upper hatch and main window masked. 

 

I glued the clear cockpit hatch in place with Formula-560 white-glue and masked the four small 
window-slots on that.  Then I had a decision to make: there are several small contrast-panels on the 
fuselage, so I had to work out the sequencing of the painting and masking. 
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I decided to work “backwards”, 
since I felt it was probably easier to 
have a few small panels of masking 
rather than trying to cover the 
whole model in masking except for 
a few spots.  The normally accepted 
wisdom is to work light-to-dark 
with your colours and masking, but 
I would be working dark-to-light. 

 
Masked-up, ready for the darker-grey on the contrast panels. 

 

 

First was the hexagonal “exhaust” or 
whatever it was, at the back.  This 
got sprayed XF-24 Dark Grey and left 
to dry.  On the Bandai kit, this recess 
was noticeable deeper than the 
same feature on the equivalent Fine 
Molds kit, so the masking was more 
fiddly, as the inside walls of the 
feature needed to be masked as well 
as the “bottom” of the recess. 

With the “exhaust” thingy masked, 
then the (hopefully) subtle contrast-
colour of XF-19 Sky Grey was 
sprayed on the separate main 
cockpit windows, the hatch, and the 
few odd panels that required it. 

Darker-grey down, contrast-panels masked ready for the main colour. 
Spot the join-seam?  No, neither can I.  No filling or sanding either! 

Again after drying, these few panels, some of which were very small, were masked and I could spray 
the bulk of the fuselage and the solar-panel frames with my custom light-grey mix.  I was afraid the 
difference between the custom mix and plain XF-19 might not be obvious enough, but when the 
masking came off I was pleasantly surprised.  If anything, the custom colour could probably have even 
been even little lighter, but it looked pretty good, a definite very pale grey that looked that part – so 
this is probably an “Empire Strikes Back” TIE rather than one from “A New Hope”…?  And the contrast 
to the few panels looked just about right – not too strong, and not too subtle.  Very pleased.  A couple 
of very minor hand-touches - red for the tiny engines, and orange for the laser-guns - and the fuselage 
was done. 

 

 SOLAR SECTIONS 

The framework for the solar panels was separate to the panels themselves.  Annoyingly, Bandai had 
chosen to use a different methodology compared to Fine Molds, and the outer-frame sections were 
separate to the middle cross-bars.  Fine Molds had each whole frame-side as a single piece, which I 
think I would have preferred.  I notice on the newer “Force Awakens” TIE fighters, Bandai has also 
gone the route of complete frame-sides, so maybe they now agree that their original methodology 
wasn’t the way to go?  Anyway, having the solar panels separate to the frames meant for easy painting, 
with no masking required, regardless of methodology. 
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The construction was simple, but you have to watch the locking-pins very carefully.  The left and right 
sides are not exact copies of each other!  You have to match exactly the correct left inner- and outer-
frames, and then the correct right inner- and outer-frames!  Read the instructions carefully - you have 
been warned.  Luckily, I only got one wrong, and managed to salvage the situation before any glue set 
too hard. 

 

 FINAL FINISHINGS 

I left the completed solar panels and the fuselage separate for ease of airbrush access, and gloss-
coated the whole thing in Humbrol Clear.  There was a more-than-you-would-think number of very 
tiny stencil decals to be applied, but these went down nicely with Micro-Set and Micro-Sol, although 
most are so small you have to look hard to even see them.  Bandai also supplied the contrast-panels 
as decals if one wanted, but the colour looked too dark to me, and with a strange hint of green (huh?), 
so I painted the contrast-panels instead of using the decals, as already mentioned above. 

For the panel-line wash, I used a hand-mix of Flory “Concrete” (ie: grey) darkened with just a little 
Flory Black as I didn’t want anything as stark as plain black.  From what is visible on the cinema screen, 
The Empire keeps its ships in pretty-good condition, so I had deliberately not done any pre-shading, 
and wanted the wash to just accentuate the panel lines and raised details to make them visible, but 
not have it as bashed and battered as the ships that the Rebellion has to make-do with. 

Wash done, and mostly wiped-off, a final protective coat with Vallejo Acrylic Matt varnish was the 
finishing touch.  Fix the wings to the fuselage (again, make sure you get them the right way round, 
they won’t fit if you get it wrong!) and it was done.  A great little model, if a little fiddly in parts, with 
some small pieces, and very careful masking required in places.  Even though it was officially a snap-
together kit, I treated it like a “normal” kit, and glued everything, and masked & painted instead of 
using the decals (which I considered too dark) for the few contrast-panels.  It went together like a 
dream.  If you’re careful with the fuselage, then no filling and sanding is needed at all.  It may be more 
visible if one uses the glass-less window frames, like the original studio models, but with the glass in 
place, the cockpit interior is all but invisible.  So you really don’t need to do much in there. 
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It’s a little gem of a kit.  No fit issues whatsoever (as long as you read the instructions carefully and 
check your locating pins.  At some point I might even build one of my various Fine Molds TIE fighters 
(I have three variations in the stash – standard, advanced, and interceptor) to compare against the 
Bandai.  But if you’re a Star Wars geek like me, then go and get one of these.  You won’t regret it. 
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AIRLINER MISCELLANY  
BY KARL SCAMMELL 

Thanks to my father spending a significant proportion of his  working career for a variety of British 
aircraft manufacturers, his interest in all things aeronautical was passed on to me at a young age. 
Although I have an interest in modern combat aircraft thanks to my own career, my real aeronautical 
passion is for airliners. This was fostered from a very young age by spending hours watching aircraft 
movements at what was then known as Hurn although now known by the much grander title of 
Bournemouth International airport. Sadly, due to the ongoing security concerns, watching aircraft at 
large airports is now becoming a thing of the past. This includes our local airports, in fact, to my 
knowledge only Manchester and possibly East Midlands now provide designated viewing areas for 
enthusiasts and the general public alike which is a great pity. 

Since my return to the hobby, I have tended to concentrate on armour and combat aircraft, but 
recently I have started to add a variety of airliner kits to my stash. 

AIRFIX 1/144 BOEING 727- 200  

This kit was produced by Airfix in the late 80’s as part of their Modern Airliners collection and comes 
supplied with decals for Lufthansa and Pan Am. 

 

In terms of construction airliner models are not overly complex or difficult and can be quickly 
assembled. In most of the smaller scale kits it is really just a case of assembling the fuselage, wings, 
engines and tail plane. The number of parts within these kits tend to number less than 50 and some 
cases less than 20. 

  

Fuselage and Wing Assembly 

The real skill with airliner modelling consists in producing an accurate representation of the chosen 
colour scheme. In many respects it is similar to auto modelling where the final finish needs to be very 
crisp to replicate the real version. Airline colour schemes can be quite complex, although most of these 
can be applied using decals. To achieve an acceptable final result the base paint application needs to 
be good. Additionally, as with all types of aircraft modelling the blending of the various fuselage/wing 
joints and seams can be problematic. With the high gloss finishes applied on the majority of airliner 
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models, any blemishes within the joints and seams also tend to stick out like the proverbial ‘sore 
thumb’ 

Back to the 727 and once the fuselage, wings, and tail planes have been glued together and the seams 
sanded and filled as appropriate, painting could begin. All surfaces were then primed with Halfords 
grey primer. I decided on the Pan Am colour scheme, a very evocative airline although sadly no longer 
flying.  Essentially, it is quite a simple scheme with the upper fuselage being  gloss white and the lower 
fuselage in this case being Tamiya ‘Sky’ I started with spraying the upper fuselage, having masked the 
wings and the lower  fuselage with tape prior to starting the spraying. This was quickly done, allowed 
to dry for 24 hours before masking up the upper fuselage with masking tape prior to spraying the 
lower fuselage. The process of leaving the lower fuselage paint 24 hours to harden was followed again 
prior to masking for painting of the wing surfaces. The wings were sprayed with aluminium on the 
leading edges and flaps, with the centre section being again ‘Sky’.  

 

Upper fuselage sprayed 

I was now left with fitting the undercarriage, engine pods and the tail horizontal stabiliser. These were 
all assembled and sprayed prior to fitting to the fuselage. The last area requiring painting was the 
radome which was sprayed black. 

The next step was to spray an acrylic gloss lacquer onto the fuselage, prior to applying the decals.  I 
was quite nervous regarding the application of the decals for several reasons. Firstly, the kit is in the 
region of 20 years old and as we know decals tend to deteriorate as time progresses with yellowing 
and brittleness becoming an issue. Visually, these decals didn’t seem too bad considering their age. 
The decals were also quite large as they display the Pan Am name in large letters along the fuselage 
sides.  However, when it came to actually applying the decals, no problems were encountered and 
they were positioned into their respective positions with no dramas. 

I then brushed the decals with Humbrol ‘Decal Fix’ to further soften the film and hopefully reduce any 
‘silvering’. The decals were then left overnight to fully harden and I have to say when I checked the 
appearance next morning I was pleasantly surprised with the result. 

They looked reasonably good with no significant silvering or yellowing being apparent. A final coat of 
gloss lacquer was then sprayed onto the upper fuselage and allowed to dry. The final job was glue the 
cockpit windshield into position and my first airliner build for many years was complete. 
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Completed ‘Clipper Jet’ 

 

Having completed the 727, I was looking for an interesting subject and came across a rare kit of a 
Japanese manufactured twin turboprop airliner. 

 OTAKI MODELS 1/150 NAMC YS-11 

This kit ticked the interesting box in two 
ways. Firstly, the aircraft itself was not 
overly successful in terms of overall 
orders, customers were mainly 
Japanese airlines. It was also a 
comparatively rare sight in European 
skies with only Olympic airlines 
operating the type on domestic 
services. Additionally the kit itself, this 
is the first and only kit of a YS-11 that I 

have come across. 
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The YS-11 first flew in 1964 and was manufactured by Nihon Aircraft Manufacturing Company (NAMC). 
Although predominately Japanese designed and built it did use the Rolls Royce Dart engine. The 
aircraft itself resembles the British built Hs748, although the YS-11 carried 60 passengers against the 
Hs 748 which carried 48. Most examples of the YS-11 have now been withdrawn from service although 
approximately 14 still remain in service with Japanese military. 

Again it was a relatively simple build with a total of 16 separate parts. What struck me with this kit 
was the crisply moulded raised rivets on the fuselage and wings.   

With the wings and fuselage joined and the seams filled, I was virtually ready to start spraying. The 
next step was to fit the cockpit window. It was at this point I noticed that the aforementioned 
windscreen was missing so it would require a scratch built solution for the windscreen. 

The first task was to cut and fit some plastic sprue to form the frames. With the frames in place the 
next step was to fit the ‘glass’ or in this case clear PVC cut to the required size to fit the aperture. 

This worked well until the windscreen was masked prior to painting. On removing the masking tape, 
one section of PVC became loose and fell into the now joined fuselage. Access to the now open section 
of windscreen was severely restricted, so fitting a new section of PVC was impossible. After some 
pondering, I decided that I only had one option which was to use PVA glue and hope it dried reasonably 
clear and filled the gap. 

With the windscreen now sorted it was on to the painting. First it was primed using Halfords grey 
primer. After allowing the primer to fully dry, the lower fuselage, wings and tail were masked off using 
tape. The first colour to be applied was Tamiya Gloss White to the upper fuselage, allowed to fully dry 
before this was masked off with tape to allow painting of the window ‘cheat’ line which was sprayed 
with Tamiya Sky Blue. The upper fuselage was then masked and the lower fuselage, wings and 
horizontal stabilisers sprayed metallic aluminium. The next task was to apply matt black to the 
following areas, radome, glare shield, leading edges of the wings and stabilizers. Finally, after masking 
up the whole fuselage again it just left the tail which was sprayed Sky Blue. 

 

Fuselage sprayed, awaiting undercarriage. 

The next stage was to fit the propellers and undercarriage which were sprayed prior to fitting. With 
these components in place the fuselage was given an initial coat of gloss lacquer ahead of decal 
placing. 

Next, the decals and again I had concerns regarding these due to the age of the kit. It was apparent 
that the carrier film was showing some slight yellowing but with no other options I had to use these. I 
had most difficulty with the ANA titling decals that run just above the windows. They were quite brittle 
due to their age, however, I eventually managed to apply them to the upper fuselage. As with the 727 
I used the Humbrol ‘Decal Fix’ again to assist in the application process. I know the preferred choice 
for modellers when it comes to decal solutions is the Micro Sol/Set range, however, so far I have been 
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pleased with the results that the Humbrol product has produced. The remaining decals were applied 
without any significant issues, although these were smaller so were far easier to apply. 

The upper fuselage and tail were then given another coat of gloss lacquer to hopefully seal the decals 
ahead of the wash. 

The YS-11 was worked quite hard particularly on the domestic routes within Japan so the idea of the 
wash was to show the aircraft in a less than pristine condition. 

I used the Flory models black wash which is a water based acrylic solution. This was sprayed onto the 
model in the relevant areas, allowed to dry and then selectively removed using a lightly wetted brush. 

  

Initial wash application on wing 

The effect worked quite well on the wing surfaces and around the engine cowlings. On the upper 
fuselage, despite sealing the decals with a second coat of lacquer, the wash found its way into cracks 
within the decal film which meant additional black lines were now visible on one of the fuselage decals. 
On reflection, it would have been a better idea not to have applied it all as the overall effect on the 
upper fuselage was negligible. Alternatively, a more selective application using a brush may have been 
more suitable, thus avoiding any decals. 

So that was my first two airliner models completed. Both models are far from perfect, but lots of 
lessons have been learnt which I can hopefully take into my subsequent builds. Coming up next, a 
Vickers Viscount, Tupolev 154 and an Ilyushin 96.  
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COMPLETED - NAMC YS-11     ALL NIPPON AIRWAYS. 
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CLUB DIARY 2015/2016 

2016 

July 20th  American Competition July 16th ROMSEY MODELLERS SHOW  

August 3rd 
August 17th  

Early Club Night 
Late Club Night 

August 7th Avon Model Show  

September 7th  
September 21st  

Early Club Night 
Late Club Night 

September 17th IPMS Farnborough Show 

October 5th  
October 19th  

Early Club Night 
Late Club Night 

October 8th 

October 15th  
Bovington Show  
Yeovilton Autumn Show  

November  2nd 
November 16th  

Early Club Night 
Annual Competition 

November 12th/13th 
November 20th 

November 27th 

Scale ModelWorld 2016 
Middle Wallop Show  
Bugle Call 

December 7th 
December 21st  

Early Club Night 
Xmas Night 

  

Next Meeting: Wednesday July 20th         (8pm to 10pm) 

CONTACT INFO 

Web Site wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk  email info@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Club President   Paul Adams 
Club Secretary   Tony Adams Tel: 01794 519153 
Magazine Editor Tony Adams Tel: 07736555664  email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk 
Treasurer  Steve Edwards 
Competition Secretary   Sean Summers  

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication 

Tony Adams 
Paul Adams 
Gray Sharpling 

Karl Scammell  
David Pogson 

FINDING US 

Ampfield Village 
Hall 
Morleys Lane 
Romsey 
Hampshire 
SO51 9BJ 

 

  

Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this magazine. Note all views and information 
thus expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the 
editor or the club as a whole. Copyright: Romsey Modellers 2016 
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